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The sustainable renovation concept of the working group N.V.-LAB (=Natural Ventilation LAB) is based on a holisitic approach. 
The main design principle is formed by natural ventilation, which is enabled in the design by the combination of both natural ventilation systems: The Stack Ventilation, using a 
Greenhouse on the roof top as a solar chimney, and the Wind Driven Ventilation, allowing cross ventilation in the bigger apartments. The preheating of the air is ensured by the 
usage of an prefabricated Bufferzone-Balcony System. It is a system of highly flexible spaces and an extension for every apartment. At the same time it forms an protecting and 
insulating layer, enabling the preservation of the old faccade. The polluted air of the apartments, that are based on the Stack Ventilation, will move up to the Greenhouse on 
the roof top using the solar chimney effect. In the Greenhouse the air is getting used and cleaned by the planting and greening. The Greenhouse will also reduce the heat losses. 
Furthermore, the envelope of the building will be supported by a green roof. As community is another big principle of the concept, the Greenhouse on the roof top is a common 
shared space, including saunas, urban gardening spaces, a playground, an open-air cinema and relaxing spaces. Furthermore, there is Gym located on ground floor. The feeling of 
community can be also found in the large shared apartments, that are situated at the edges of the building, sharing the kitchen and living space. The amount of apartments can 
be raised from 40 to 70 apartments, which leads to smaller apartments. A highly living comfort can be still guaranteed by the development of functional serving boxes, that allow 
a compact living. Furthermore, there are shared storage and office spaces on ground floor, which can be rented in addition. 

STACK VENTILATION WIND DRIVEN VENTILATION

PRO NATURAL VENTILATION:
+ no air stream feeling
    inside
+ self control 
   (user needs education!)
+ creates healthy 
   environment
+ machines are not 
    necessary
+ less maintenance costs
+ climate change 
    -> it’s getting warmer!
+ less risk of moisture

The original construction was done in the early 1970’s, meaning lesser insulation and leakier windows than in the buildings of 
today. The U-values of the walls used to be relatively weak, with U-values of 0.4 to 0.5. The roof was also old, with similar values. 
The windows of the old building were 1+1 glazed windows with wooden frames, offering little to no protection from heat losses 
through them. Their U-values were 2.5 or more, which is lower than the structural concrete. Now we replace those windows with 
the sliding door system, with a U-value of roughly 0.9-1.0 w/m2K but with the buffer zone warming the air on the other side be-
fore it enters the apartments. Solar heat gains from having such large openings also grow quite a bit, reducing the heating costs.
The major improvements that are to be made to facilitate lower energy consumption include insulating the building envelope 
better and making it more airtight and designing a more efficient ventilation system. In our case, we make the façade ticker 
with the old façade remaining underneath the new glazed “buffer zone” that will practically surround the building. This will not 
only decrease heat losses from inside the building but also make the air entering the building warmer, thus reducing heating 
costs that way. The fact that very little electricity is required to run the extracts on the rooftop, especially when comparing to a 
full-blown automated ventilation system. As the building will still be heated with district heating, a form of power that can be 
considered, in a sense, excess power, the actual consumption is not as bad as the figures initially suggest. 
As can be seen on top of the page, our improvements reduce the energy consumption of the building by a bit, but the number 
up there should still be multiplied by a coefficient to make it more accurate to take into account the preheating that happens in 
our “buffer zones.” If multiplied by 0.8, which is a reasonable number here, we can get a primary energy demand of 104.8 kWh/
m2a, which is around 33% less than before. 

ADDING THE BUFFERZONEEXISTING BUILDING ADDING THE GREENHOUSE NATURAL VENTILATION

WIND DRIVEN VENTILATION

STACK VENTILATION

WINTER SPRING/FALL SUMMER
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FLOWER POTS
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INTERIOR FURNITURE
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THE OLD PRIMARY ENERGY DEMAND, ACCORDING TO THE PHPP PROGRAMM

THE NEW PRIMARY ENERGY DEMAND

SPACE HEATING DEMAND OF THE NEW BUILDING, UNDER IT THE OLD VALUES 

PRE-FABRICATED MODULES - the interior is renewed quick and clean thanks to prefabricated furniture-like pieces with a simple assembly pro-
cess. They provide basic services to the user, such as toilet, kitchen,,storing space and in the smaller size even a bed. The design adapts to the size 
and needs of the apartment, so the space is always used in an efficient way.


